A substantial amount of research is presently being carried out to understand the complexities involved in modelling the choice of departure time and mode of travel. Many of these models tend to be far too complex and far too data intensive to be of use for application in large scale model forecasting systems, where socioeconomic detail is limited and detailed scheduling information is rarely available in the model implementation structure. Therefore, these models generally work on the basis of a set of mutually exclusive time periods, rather than making use of continuous departure time information. Two important questions need to be addressed in the use of such models, namely the specification used for the time periods (in terms of length), and the ordering of the levels of nesting, representing the difference in the sensitivities to shifts in departure time and changes in the mode of travel. This paper aims to provide some answers to these two questions on the basis of an extensive analysis making use of three separate Stated Preference (SP) datasets, collected in the United Kingdom and in the Netherlands. In the analysis, it has proved possible to develop models which allow reasonably sound predictions to be made of these choices. With a few exceptions, the results show higher substitution between alternative time periods than between alternative modes. Furthermore, the results show that the degree of substitution between time periods is reduced when making use of a more coarse specification of the time periods. These results are intended for use by practitioners, and form an important part of the evidence base supporting the UK Department for Transport's advice for practical UK studies in the WebTAG system 1 .
INTRODUCTION
As a result of increasing road congestion and road pricing, modelling the temporal response of travellers to transport policy interventions has rapidly emerged as a major issue in many practical transport planning studies. A substantial amount of research is therefore being carried out to understand the complexities involved in modelling time of day choice. These models are contributing substantially to our understanding of how travellers make time-of-day decisions (cf. de Jong et al., 2003; Hess et al., 2006) . The resulting models, however, tend to be far too complex and far too data intensive to be of use for application in large scale model forecasting systems, where socio-economic detail is limited and detailed scheduling information is rarely available in the model implementation structure. As such, while detailed modelling applications work with continuous departure and arrival time information, large scale forecasting systems work with the concept of time periods, where the continuous time space is aggregated into a finite number of mutually exclusive time periods. Examples range from Domencich & McFadden (1975) to RAND Europe (2005a) .
Another difference between small scale analyses and large scale model forecasting systems comes in the choice of model structure, i.e. the actual modelling methodology rather than the structure of the choice set (continuous vs discrete). Indeed, with the significant advances made in the field of discrete choice modelling over the past decade (cf. Train, 2003) , analysts now have at their disposal a methodological toolbox that allows for an ever more realistic representation of complex real world choice processes. This is especially true in the context of the Mixed Multinomial Logit (MMNL) model (cf. McFadden & Train, 2000) , which allows for a representation of random taste heterogeneity across respondents. The flexibility of these random coefficients models however comes at the cost of a computationally far more expensive estimation and application process, due to the reliance on numerical simulation. While acceptable in small scale studies, this reliance on computer-intensive simulation in both estimation and application makes these models generally inapplicable in practical planning, where the computer run times implied are simply too long. For example, initial estimates for the PRISM system in the West Midlands suggest MMNL run times for forecasting in excess of 100 days! On the basis of the above two observations, the aim of this paper is therefore to describe the development of time period (TP) choice models which are suitable for application in large scale modelling forecasting systems, such as those widely used in Europe today (e.g. RAND Europe, 2005a).
Two main issues need to be addressed in the development of an appropriate model specification. The first relates to the specification of the time periods used in the analysis, i.e. the method that is used in aggregating continuous departure times into a set of mutually exclusive subsets. Essentially, this reduces to a decision as to how many time periods are to be used in the analysis, and where each given time period begins and ends (thus determining time period length). By varying the size of the time periods, modellers can answer questions as to the relationship between the choice probabilities of different time periods, such as for example whether the elasticity for shorter shifts is greater than that for longer shifts.
The second main issue that needs to be addressed is that of model structure. As described above, for reasons of computational cost, random coefficients structures are inapplicable, such that attempts need to be made to represent all taste heterogeneity in a deterministic fashion. Here, even the most basic model structure, the Multinomial Logit (MNL) model, would suffice. However, with the specific nature of the now imposed choice set, i.e. the aggregation into mutually exclusive time periods, it becomes likely that alternatives belonging to the same time period share unobserved attributes, leading to correlated errors, a phenomenon that cannot be represented by the MNL model. This correlation can however be represented with the help of Generalised Extreme Value (GEV) models, such as the Ordered GEV (OGEV) model (Small, 1987) or the Nested Logit (NL) model (Daly & Zachary, 1978 , McFadden, 1978 , and Williams, 1977 , which, like MNL, have an analytical solution, hence not leading to a requirement for using simulation.
A further complication arises in the choice of model structure. Indeed, large-scale practical planning models typically represent choices along multiple dimensions at the same time, such as for example the joint choice of departure time and mode of travel. This means that a multi-level model structure is now required. Here, the main question that needs to be addressed is the position of each choice relative to other choices, where, in the present context, this equates to the choice of a structure nesting mode choice above or below the choice of a time period.
The above questions relating to the structure of the choice set and the order of nesting cannot be answered on a purely theoretical basis but require the analysis of empirical data. Furthermore, evidence is required from multiple data sources, to increase the reliability of the results. The study discussed in this paper meets these requirements by developing time period models from three related stated preference (SP) studies undertaken over the past 15 years in the United Kingdom and the Netherlands specifically to address these issues 2 .
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. The next section describes the data used in the analysis. This is followed in Section 3 by a description of the modelling methodology used, in terms of model structure as well as specification of the utility functions. Section 4 discusses the results of the analysis and Section 5 presents a brief forecasting example. Finally, Section 6 presents the conclusions of the research.
DATA SOURCES
The models discussed in this paper are developed from data collected for three studies of mode and time of day choice. Each of these data collection exercises formed part of larger urban, regional or national model development projects. These are, in chronological order of the collection date: the APRIL model for London (Bates & Williams, 1993; Polak & Jones, 1994) , work in The Netherlands (de Jong et al., 2003 ) and the PRISM model developed for the West Midlands region of the United Kingdom (RAND Europe, 2004) . In the remainder of this paper, these three datasets will be referred to respectively as the APRIL, Dutch and PRISM datasets.
All three datasets were collected through Stated Preference (SP) surveys which shared a number of important features:
• All three surveys concentrated principally on the re-timing and/or mode switching of travellers making observed car journeys, although the Dutch survey also collected data on re-timing and mode switching from travellers making train journeys. A motivating policy interest in all three studies was the potential response of travellers to road user charging initiatives, so this issue was tested directly in the stated preference scenarios.
• In all the surveys, the travel alternatives were presented to respondents in the form of complete tours, such that the influence of congestion or road pricing was evaluated in terms of both the respondent's outward and return journey and the time they would spend at their destination. The Dutch and PRISM studies also investigated departure time responses for non-home-based business trips; the analysis of these one-way journeys differs from other journeys through the absence of a choice of return time period.
• In each survey, the main travel purposes distinguished were commuting, business and other.
• All studies included an option to not travel.
The APRIL dataset was collected in 1992 from a sample of approximately 1,000 car drivers contacted at various locations in inner and outer London. Respondents were presented with a series of choices, each between two alternatives with varying departure time and road pricing characteristics. An illustration of the format of the SP choice experiment used in the survey is given in Figure 1 .
The Dutch data was collected in 2000 from a sample of approximately 1,000 travellers, contacted at a selection of sites across The Netherlands, concentrating on areas where road and rail congestion was encountered in peak-period journeys. Both car drivers and train users were interviewed in the Dutch survey. Respondents were presented with a series of choices offering three departure time alternatives: a "peak" alternative, which was close to the observed/preferred departure time for their observed mode of travel, a considerably "earlier" alternative and a considerably "later" alternative. An alternative mode, with varying characteristics, was also presented to respondents who indicated that an alternative mode existed for their journey.
The PRISM dataset was collected in 2003 from a sample of over 550 car drivers undertaking journeys entirely within the West Midlands county in the UK. The SP design and presentation was virtually identical to the Dutch study, apart from the fact that only car drivers were interviewed. An example screen from the PRISM study is shown in Figure 2 .
Although detailed differences exist amongst these datasets (including in respect of the associated socio-demographic information collected), there is an unusually high level of consistency in the treatment of key SP design features. This provided an excellent opportunity to undertake a comparative analysis of the mode and time of day substitution patterns in these datasets using similar model forms, whilst minimising concerns regarding the potential confounding influence of differences in the data collection process.
MODELLING ANALYSIS
Two different modelling approaches were used in the study to gain insight into travellers' departure time choice, and these will now be looked at in turn.
Models using continuous departure time information
Prior to the analysis using time period models, which is the main topic of this paper, a set of continuous departure time models were estimated from the SP data. Like the time period models, these models describe an alternative in terms of its travel time and travel cost. However, while in the time period models, the scheduling information is incorporated through allocation of alternatives into mutually exclusive subsets, this first set of models makes use of schedule delay information, given by the difference (in continuous time space) between the scheduled and preferred departure/arrival times.
One of the main aims of this study was to gauge the relative sensitivity of shifts in departure time and changes of mode. In the context of the time period models presented later in this paper, this is done with the help of multi-level NL models that nest time period choice above or below mode choice. A nesting approach is not applicable in the case of a continuous departure time model, as there is no predetermined structure for grouping together alternatives by departure time. To overcome this difficulty, normally distributed error-component terms are added to the utility function, moving from a MNL specification to an error-components formulation of the MMNL model (cf. Train, 2003) .
The utility function used in the MMNL model differs from that of the basic Multinomial Logit (MNL) model through the presence of an additional error component η i , such that the utility for alternative i is given by:
where V i gives the observed part of the utility of alternative i, and ε i , is assumed to follow a Gumbel distribution, independent across alternatives and observations (cf. Train, 2003 , which also reviews the original literature).
In the present work, the MMNL models were estimated on the continuous SP data, and the observed part of utility V i captures respondents' sensitivities to changes in attributes presented in the SP survey, such as travel time, travel cost, and indeed schedule delay, measured as the difference between the actual and preferred arrival times. As indicated above, the additional error components η i are used to test for the differences in the relative sensitivities to changes in departure time and mode of travel, allowing us to gauge the shift in departure time that is required before a change of mode becomes more attractive, all else being equal. Specifically, the formulation from equation [1] is adapted such that we have:
where ξ 1 , ξ 2 and ξ 3 are random variates drawn independently from the standard Normal distribution, and σ E , σ L , and σ M are the standard deviations of the error components.
In equation [2] , MODECHANGE(i) is a dummy variable that is set to 1 if alternative i represents a change of mode when compared to the observed trip, hence determining whether the mode change error component is included in the utility function of alternative i. The other two attributes EDEP(i) and LDEP(i) give the shift in departure time; in the London models, this shift was relative to the preferred departure time, while in the Dutch and West Midlands models, the shift was relative to the departure time in the base alternative (such that EDEP=0 for the "retimed late" alternative, and LDEP=0 for the "retimed early" alternative, with both being equal to zero for the base alternative):
In each case, the utility of an alternative i contains at most one of the three error components from equation [2] 3 , where, due to the multiplication by EDEP(i) and  LDEP(i) respectively, the variances of the error components are thus proportional to the extent of the shift in departure time from the reference departure time.
The relative magnitude of the estimated variances of the error components associated with the mode and time of day dimensions provide a measure of the relative sensitivity of these two dimensions to changes in the substantive (i.e. observed) attributes of travel (with smaller variances of the error components implying, ceteris paribus, higher sensitivity). As such:
• the significance and magnitude of σ E and σ L indicate the significance and magnitude of heteroskedasticity between time shift alternatives as a function of the size of the shift in time; and • the relative values of σ E and σ L indicate whether earlier or later shifting is more sensitive; the relative value of σ M to σ E and σ L (together with the size of time shifts) indicates the relative sensitivity of mode choice to time choice; thus if σ M is larger than σ E and σ L , when the latter are multiplied by a given time shift, then we may conclude that, for time shifts of up to that size, mode choice is less sensitive to explanatory variables than is time shifting (owing to the larger variance of the error term).
MMNL models using the above specification were estimated on all three datasets, across the various purpose segments. The findings of this analysis are described in detail by Hess et al. (2006) . That analysis shows that very good performance was obtained for the models using the Dutch and PRISM data. On the other hand, it was not generally possible to estimate significant error components for either mode or time shifts with the APRIL data.
The results from this analysis are most readily summarised by looking at the ratios between the error components associated with mode changes and time shifts, as shown in Table 1 . These show the shift in departure time required for the sensitivity (to explanatory variables) of mode choice to be as high as the sensitivity of the choice of departure time. Given the lengths of time periods generally considered in large scale modelling work (usually 2-3 hours), the results show that, across the two data sets, and across purposes, travellers are more likely to accept a shift in departure time than a change of mode. The only exception to this comes in the form of shifts to a later departure time for commuters with inflexible work hours, where a later time shift of more than 47 minutes (or an earlier time shift of more than 108 minutes) would indicate a greater sensitivity for mode shifting than for time shifting; that is, faced with time shifts of this magnitude (and always with the reservation of ceteris paribus), equal numbers would shift time and change mode.
Development of Time Period Models
From the above discussion, it should be clear that the specification in Section 3.1 makes extensive use of disaggregate information regarding the characteristics of existing travel (e.g., via the shift variables EDEP and LDEP), obtained from the SP sample. As such, a number of continuous variables enter the model: travel time, travel cost, and schedule delay. The last especially causes significant problems in the case of large scale model systems, where detailed socio-demographic information relating to preferred or current departure times is not generally available, preventing the calculation of schedule delay measures. This leads to a need for a different modelling approach, free from the requirement to have schedule delay information as an input, which in turn leads to the use of models where continuous departure times are aggregated into mutually exclusive time periods.
Another issue with the approach from Section 3.1., which uses error components to measure the relative sensitivities to departure time and mode changes, is that the reliance on simulation both in estimation and application would make its use in large scale model systems prohibitively expensive. Indeed, while the added cost may be acceptable when estimating only a handful of models on small samples (as in the analysis of Hess et al., 2006) , this is no longer the case when having to apply the models in practical studies, where a large number of application runs will be required to gauge the changes in different hypothetical scenarios. This issue of the higher computational cost can be addressed by making use of model structures from the GEV family whose choice probabilities are given in a closed form expression, while still allowing for the flexible error structure used in the error components models.
Before proceeding with a detailed description of the modelling methodology, it should be acknowledged that moving from continuous departure time models to time period models almost inevitably leads to a drop in model performance and hence forecasting accuracy. However, this is unavoidable, as the more detailed models are inapplicable in large scale model systems. As such, the models presented in this paper should not be seen as state-of-the-art discrete choice methodology, but rather as the best possible approach to be used in actual large scale policy-oriented studies. This is not only an indication of the gap between the state-of-the-art and the state-of-practice, but also an illustration of the limitations imposed on actual modelling analyses by the requirements of advanced model structures in terms of data and computational cost. Here, it should be noted that the move from MMNL models (in the continuous case) to GEV structures (in the time period models) is in this case exclusively motivated by computational issues, and, in the absence of a treatment of random taste heterogeneity, there is no loss in flexibility as GEV structures are able to deal with the correlation between alternatives sharing the same mode of travel or being closer to each other in terms of departure time.
Converting the SP Data to Discrete Alternatives
This section looks at the process used in the association of continuous departure times with different time periods. To allow us to examine the differences in sensitivity for differently sized time periods (and hence shifts in departure time), three different aggregation procedures were used, grouping the 24-hour continuum into:
• twenty-four one-hour periods;
• five coarse time periods; and
• sixteen 15-minute morning-peak periods, and two coarse pre-peak and post-peak periods (for commuter models only).
The specification of the time periods is the same across datasets in the case of the one-hour approach and the 15-minute approach. In the former, we have 24 time periods of a length of 60 minutes, while in the latter, we have sixteen time periods of a length of 15 minutes during the morning peak (between 6AM and 10AM), along with two coarse time periods used to complete the day's 24 hours, one running from midnight to 6AM, and one running from 10AM to midnight 4 . In the coarse models, which divide a day into 5 separate periods, giving a morning peak and off-peak, an afternoon peak and off-peak, and an inter-peak period, the actual specification of the time periods differs slightly across the three datasets used (for reasons of SP design and local planning practice), as shown in Table 2 .
A question now arises as to whether to allocate journeys to time periods on the basis of the journey departure time, the arrival time, or some intermediate time. The decision was taken to allocate journeys to time periods on the basis of the journey departure time, mainly because of the requirements of the forecasting systems for which the models were developed. Further complexity is introduced with the consideration of the simultaneous choice of both the outward and return period in modelling time period choice for a tour. This is accommodated by defining the time period alternatives as combinations of outward and return periods -e.g. [06:00-06:59, 19:00-19:59] . In the case of five time periods, we have 15 outward and return time period choice alternatives (N(N+1)/2), assuming that the return journey leg occurs after the outward leg, i.e. in the same period or later. In the case of 24 one-hour time periods, this increases to 300 outward and return time period combinations. The time period specification of the non-home-based trips models is much simpler because only the time period choice for one leg is modelled (N alternatives). The same applies for the 15-minute models, where again, only the outbound journey is modelled.
Correlation structure
As mentioned in the introduction, it is important to allow for correlation between alternatives that are close to each other in departure time or alternatives that share the same mode of travel. In the present analysis, this was done with the help of structures belonging to the family of Generalised Extreme Value (GEV) models. While models such as OGEV and other advanced nesting structures can allow for closer correlations of alternatives closer in time, it had been found in previous work on the Dutch data that these were complicated and did not give very large improvements; moreover, the aim of simplicity required for practical implementation pointed strongly to the use of simple Nested Logit (NL) models (McFadden, 1981; Daly, 1987) with all the time period alternatives presented as parallel choices. With the aim of analysing the relative sensitivity to changes in departure time and mode, two different tree structures were explored, nesting mode above time period, i.e. testing for higher sensitivity in time period choice relative to mode choice, and nesting time period above mode choice, testing the alternative structure.
The two nesting structures are illustrated in the diagrams in Figures 3 and 4 for the Dutch and PRISM data, showing the tree structures with mode above time period, and time period above mode respectively. Slight differences arise in the case of the APRIL data, as described later in this section. In the models nesting mode above time period choice, the nesting parameter tpchoice is associated with the nests containing the composite alternatives that share the same mode, while in the models nesting time period above mode, the nesting parameter modescale is associated with the nests containing the composite alternatives that share the same time period.
Independently of the nesting structure, 4 SP choice alternatives appear below each time period combination nest, leading to a 60-alternative model for the analysis of the 5 coarse time periods and a 1200-alternative model for the analysis of the one-hour time period model. However, for any one observation, only 4 elemental alternatives are available, i.e. those that were presented in the SP choice observations. For this reason, the great majority of the time periods are treated as unavailable for a given SP observation, since there are no elementary alternatives which are allocated to those time periods. Nevertheless, especially when using a more coarse specification of the time periods, it is clearly possible for more than one SP alternative to fall into the same time period nest, where, in conjunction with the nesting by mode, a maximum of three alternatives can fall into a single lower-level nest (three car alternatives falling into the same time period). This complication was accommodated by specifying a third level in the tree, containing nests that are linked to a specific time period and a specific mode. These nests use the structural parameter SPchscale, associated with the correlation between SP alternatives within the same mode and time period. This in effect only applies to car alternatives, given that only a single public transport (PT) alternative was ever included in a given SP experiment (the Dutch data from public transport users was not analysed in the present work).
Finally, each of the resulting alternatives is linked to the elementary alternative via a dummy layer with the SPscale parameter. While this is treated in the estimation as a structural parameter, it in fact plays a rescaling role, as discussed in the next section, and can be ignored from the point of view of understanding the hierarchical structure.
Because of the difference between the APRIL SP presentation and the two other data sets, slightly different arrangements are necessary for that data. For the Dutch and PRISM data, the nests at the lower level contain three alternatives on the car side of the tree (early, "peak", late), and a single alternative on the public transport side of the tree. In the London dataset, the nest on the car side contains only two alternatives, with one alternative on the public transport side, and a sequence of dummy nodes leading from the root to the additional no-travel alternative. The no-travel alternative was excluded from the Dutch and PRISM models, because it was chosen much less frequently. Finally, the tree structures for the non-home-based business trip models in the Dutch and PRISM datasets contain only time period alternatives defined by departure time, with the same applying for all 15-minute models. Joint models based on the home-based business tours and non-home-based business trips were also developed, pooling both the tour and trip datasets, with appropriate tree structures for the tour and trip components.
A further point needs to be addressed at this stage. It is theoretically possible to allow for a different nesting structure across time periods, such that for example, with alternatives nearer the observed/preferred departure time, the choice of time period is nested below the choice of mode, with the opposite applying for alternatives further from the observed/preferred departure time. However, not only is it difficult to find a clear basis for such an approach, but the number of different possibilities is very high, when for example thinking about what constitutes a significant difference from the observed/preferred departure time. For these reasons, and for simplicity, the decision was taken to model all time period alternatives at the same level in the hierarchy.
Before passing on to the discussion of the specification of the utility functions, it is worth briefly looking at the choice of NL models as the structure used in the present analysis. Indeed, it would clearly have been possible to express the correlation structure with the help of an error components formulation of the MMNL model. With that approach, an error component would have been associated either with the three car alternatives or with the single public transport alternatives, to account for the within-mode correlation. Similarly, a separate error component would have been associated with each outbound time period, each return time period and each possible duration, hence allowing us to capture correlation between alternatives sharing the same time periods. In practice, the computational cost associated with such a model does however give the NL approach a very significant advantage over the MMNL model in the present context. This discussion also illustrates that the choice of a GEV or MMNL structure is not pre-determined by the use of a time period or continuous departure time specification. In fact, the opposite applies, where the use of a time period specification in fact facilitates the use of a GEV structure.
Specification of Utility
We now turn our attention to the specification of the utilities in the time period models. In each of the models, four groups of parameters were included in the utility functions. These are:
• marginal utilities of travel time and travel cost,
• socio-demographic dummy variables,
• time period constants, and
• alternative-specific constants.
A major problem with time period models is that of the marginal utility coefficients to be used for travel time, and by extension (due to correlation), travel cost. Due to aggregation of the data into time periods, and the accompanying loss of detail in the data, it is often not possible to estimate adequate coefficients for the relative marginal values of the utility components. This is even more so the case when the time period models work on the basis of period averages for the calculation of travel times. As such, these models generally make use of prior parameters, obtained either from the relevant literature or generated through estimation work on related continuous time data. The latter is the case in the present analysis, where the relative parameter estimates from the continuous departure time models (cf. Section 3.1) are used as priors in the estimation of the time period models, and where the decision to use additional segmentation within purpose groups (e.g. by income or by mode) was dependent on results of the continuous departure time analysis (cf. Hess et al., 2006) .
To correct for the potential differences in the scaling between the two types of models (continuous and time period), the above mentioned additional dummy level was added to the trees, at a level directly above the elementary alternatives, with the same structural parameter, named SPscale, applying to all elementary alternatives. Generally, it would be expected that this parameter would have a value less than 1, because the time period models measure the utilities less accurately than the continuous departure time models, but, because of the context in which this parameter appears, this is not an absolute requirement, as it would normally be for the structural parameters in an NL model. Here, it should be noted that this rescaling parameter is estimated in the MNL models as well as the NL structures. No marginal utility coefficients other than travel time and travel cost were included in the model, based on the reasoning that additional scheduling information is usually not available in large scale forecasting models.
An important point that should be stressed here is that it is only the relative values of the utility components, e.g. the 'values of time', that are imported. The key coefficients giving the sensitivity of travellers to overall utility, which in turn indicate the scales in the model and hence the appropriate structures, are estimated in the NL models. The success of the procedure of importing relative values can be tested by looking at the significance in the estimated models of the compound utility components created using these imported coefficients, i.e. the parameters of the nesting structures.
The second group of parameters in the above list includes terms showing the effect of low education, age and sex on the attractiveness of the different alternatives, although some of the models do not contain any socio-demographic parameters.
In the absence of scheduling coefficients relating to preferred timings (see above), the aggregate scheduling information in time period models is generally captured through the use of a set of constants, associated with the different time periods. In effect, these constants can be seen as a more flexible specification of alternative-specific constants, capturing the mean of the unobserved part of utility associated with a specific time period, or combination of outbound and return time period. For a study of different ways of specifying these constants, see Hess et al. (2005) . In the context of this analysis, an optimal specification would use a separate constant for each possible combination of outbound and return time period (with one value fixed to ensure identification), hence indirectly also capturing activity duration. However, with N separate time periods, we have N(N+1)/2 time period pairs, for which N(N+1)/2-1 pair-specific constants could be estimated. For a model with 24 one-hour time periods, this thus leads to a total of 299 constants to be estimated, in addition to the mode specific constant, any SP-related alternative specific constants and dummy variables.
This number increases quadratically with finer specifications of the time periods, rapidly leading to problems. Indeed, not only is the computational cost of this approach very high, but important issues of identification can also arise. A number of constants will invariably tend to minus infinity, as the associated time period combination is never chosen even though it is included in a number of choice sets. The converse problem, with constants tending to plus infinity, occurs in the case of combinations that are always chosen when available. In the former case, the problem can be resolved by making the associated alternatives unavailable, while in the latter case, the associated observations need to be excluded. While the former approach has no effect on model estimation (given that the associated choice-probabilities are now zero, instead of arbitrarily close to zero), the latter approach results in a reduction in the sample size and eliminates valuable information. Finally, a potentially large number of constants will simply be equal to zero (no information, i.e. never presented), or be insignificantly different from zero (very little information).
An alternative approach consists of the use of two separate sets of constants for outbound and return time periods. However, since the constants have no inherent ordering, this approach means that any information on activity duration is lost. It therefore becomes advisable to use an additional set of constants representing this duration, which can be calculated as the difference between the arrival period on the outbound leg, and the departure period on the return leg. In the one-hour example, this thus leads to three sets of 24 constants, where 23 constants are estimated in each set (departure, arrival and duration). This leads to a reduction in the (maximum) number of estimated constants from 299 to 69. However, some problems with identification can remain, as not all constants take on finite values, for the same reasons described above. In this case, further availability conditions need to be applied to make the affected alternatives unavailable, resulting in reduced choice sets and/or sample sizes. An alternative approach would be to use a functional form for the time period constants, as described by Hess et al. (2005) ; this is however beyond the scope of the present analysis, as it poses additional complications of specification, identification and estimation and is therefore not suitable in the present context aimed at developing models usable in practice.
The specification of the time period constants is dependent on the definition of the time periods used. Formally, in the one-hour models for car tours, three sets of constants were tested:
• a constant identifying the departure time period on the outbound leg,
• a constant identifying the departure time period on the return leg, and
• a constant identifying the activity duration in terms of time periods.
In the non-home-based trip models, only the first constant was used. This was also the case for the 15-minute models for commuters, where the focus was primarily on the outbound leg. In the coarse time period models, the optimal approach of using constants linked to outbound-return pairs could be used, since there were relatively few time period combinations. Also, the unequal length of the time periods makes the use of duration constants inappropriate. Hence a single constant was included in the utility function of each alternative, defining the combination of outbound period and return period. In all three approaches, a base period (or period combination) needs to be specified for each set of constants, for reasons of identification.
While the models defined by this process contain a large number of constants, they remain suitable for their purpose of estimating changes in departure time choice resulting from changes in the time or cost of alternatives, since the effect of the constants is to put the time and cost changes into the appropriate base context. In the current study, the interest is largely in the structural coefficients, i.e. the scales, and again a correct set of constants is necessary to estimate these coefficients in the proper context, given that the constants bring the mean of the unobserved part of utility to zero. Essentially, the constants give the preference for timing options averaged over the population, and we have little a priori information on these preferences (no scheduling information in aggregate models), so that their representation by estimated constants is essential and the best approach. It is clearly not reasonable to assume that the preference for one period is the same as for another, which would be the requirement to eliminate the constants.
The final element in the utility specification relates to the alternative specific constants, which include:
• a mode specific constant for public transport, which was used in all models,
• an early-departure constant, applicable to the earlier departure time alternative in the SP exercise used in the West Midlands and Dutch models, and • a late-departure constant applicable to the later departure time alternative in the SP exercise, used in the West Midlands and Dutch models.
The last two constants are referred to as SP rescheduling constants. It is not clear a priori whether these constants capture real preferences for the chosen time period or whether they are artefacts of the stated preference exercise, like SP inertia terms. Models were therefore tested both with and without these rescheduling constants. In each set of models estimated, the inclusion of the two constants led to very significant gains in model fit. Furthermore, and crucially, without the inclusion of these constants, no correlation along the mode choice or time period choice-dimension can be identified, so that the preferred structure is always MNL. Finally, in some of the models, the inclusion of the constants is a prerequisite for model estimation, with models not including the constants failing to converge. Even though this discussion does not clarify whether the constants capture rescheduling behaviour or SP design effects, or both, it is clear that their inclusion is very beneficial to model performance. As such, the recommended models for the PRISM and Dutch data include these additional rescheduling constants, and results for models estimated without these constants are not reported here (see RAND Europe, 2005a) . Even assuming that these constants do to some degree capture scheduling behaviour, they would not be included in a forecasting model, where no scheduling information would be available. Nevertheless, they are crucial in the estimation of the remaining model parameters that would be included in such a forecasting system. Summarising, formally, in the most general case, the utility of alternative i is defined as follows:
[ ∑j βTTC,j·δj·TTC + ∑j βTCC,j·δj·TCC + ∑j βTTPT,j·δj·TTPT + ∑j βTCPT,j·δj·TCPT {travel variables*socioeconomic variables -β fixed from MMNL models} + α early ·δ i,early + α late ·δ i,late + α PT ·δ i,PT + ∑ j β i,j ·δ j ] {SP alternative specific constants+socioeconomic variables }
hr/15 min time period constants -outward(trip and tour)
} + ∑ l=1,…,L β ret(l) · δ i,ret(l) + ∑ m=1,…,M β duration(m) · δ i,duration(m) { 1
hr (tour) time period constants -return and durations (tours only)}
+ ∑ k=1,…,K ( ∑ l=1,…,L (β out(k), ret(l) ·[δ i,out(k) · δ i,ret(l) ]) ) {coarse (
tour) time period constants -outward & return combinations (tours only)},
where the rescaling by SPscale applies only to the non-composite part of the utility functions, and where: TTC = travel-time for car TCC = travel-cost for car TTPT = travel-time for public transport TCPT = travel-cost for public transport δ j = indicator variable for socio-demographic group j β TTC,j = marginal utility of car time for group j β TTPT,j = marginal utility of public transport time for group j β TCC,j = marginal utility of car cost for group j β TCPT,j = marginal utility of public transport cost for j α early = SP constant for early departure α late = SP constant for late departure α PT = constant for public transport δ i,early = indicator variable for early departure for alternative i, always 0 in London models δ i,late = indicator variable for late departure for alternative i, always 0 in London models δ i,PT = indicator variable for public transport for alternative i β i,j = socio-demographic constant for alternative i and group j δ i,out(k) = indicator variable for outbound departure in period k for alternative i δ i,return(l) = indicator variable for return departure in period l for alternative i β out(k) = constant for outbound departure in period k β return(l) = constant for return departure in period l δ i,duration(m) = indicator variable for duration of m periods for alternative i β duration(m) = constant for duration of m periods β out(k), return(l) = constant for outbound departure in period k and return departure in period l With this notation, β out(k) is set to zero for all k in the coarse models; β return(l) and β duration(m) are set to zero for all l and m respectively in the coarse models, all non-home-based trip models, and the 15-minute models; and β out(k), return(l) is set to zero for all k and l in all models except the coarse models.
Other than the relative time and cost coefficients, all remaining parameters were estimated directly from the data in the time period choice models.
TIME PERIOD MODEL RESULTS
This section summarises the findings of the analysis fitting time period models to the three different datasets. For each dataset, separate models were estimated for the three different time period specifications, with an additional segmentation by trip purpose. Three main purpose segments were used, with separate models for commuters, business travellers, and respondents travelling for other purposes. For the PRISM and Dutch data, attempts were also made to estimate separate models for commuters with flexible working hours and commuters with inflexible working hours. Finally, the 15-minute specification was only used in the commuter segments. In each case, a MNL model was estimated in addition to the two different NL structures (mode above TP, TP above mode). In many cases, a constraint is required for at least one of the structural parameters to make the model consistent with utility maximisation (i.e. all structural parameters contained between 0 and 1). Additionally, in some cases, constraints are required for all structural parameters 5 , such that the concerned NL model reduces to MNL.
Given the wealth of models estimated on the data, it is impossible to present all the results in this paper. For this reason, we present detailed results for a single example, namely the models for commuters in the PRISM data, with summary results given for other combinations of datasets, purposes and time period specification. Detailed results for all models are given in RAND Europe (2005a).
Detailed results for PRISM commuters
The presentation of the detailed results for the three types of time period models estimated for commuters in the PRISM data starts with the one hour models, before moving on to the coarse models and the 15-minute models.
As not all time period constants can be estimated for reasons of identification, it is necessary to use some form of normalisation. In the one hour models, one constant along each dimension was therefore constrained to zero, namely the constants for the 8 th outbound period (i.e. departure between 7AM and 8AM), the 18 th return time period (i.e. return departure between 5PM and 6PM), and the constant equating to a duration between 7 and 8 hours. Three different models were estimated, a basic MNL model, a NL model nesting mode choice above time period choice, and a NL model nesting time period choice above mode choice. The results of this estimation process are summarised in Table 3 , in which, for the nesting parameters, the asymptotic t-ratios are calculated with respect to the difference of the coefficient from 1 instead of 0.
As discussed in Section 3.2.3, the marginal utility coefficients β for travel time and travel cost were imported from the continuous MMNL models, where the parameter SPscale ensures a scale correction. In addition to the various time period constants, constants were estimated for the PT alternative, the early departure alternative and the late departure alternative. For the rescheduling constants, separate values were estimated for commuters with flexible and inflexible working hours. The results show higher reluctance by commuters with inflexible working hours to shift to earlier and later departures, which was to be expected. The high levels of statistical significance for the four rescheduling constants are an indication of the importance of including this information in models of time of day choice. For the three sets of time period constants, only those included in the final model specification are shown in Table 3 , where constants causing problems were not included in the model, using the approach described in Section 3.2.3. Here, it should be noted that a large number of constants are not significantly different from zero; this is mainly a result of the small number of times that these time periods were included in the choice sets. Similar issues can arise in the case of alternative specific constants with large choice sets.
In terms of structural conclusions, we can see that, in both NL models, the SPchscale parameter is greater than 1, where, for the model nesting time period choice above mode choice, the modescale parameter also takes on an unacceptable value, making this latter model unacceptable. When constraining the SPchscale parameter to 1 in the model nesting mode choice above time period choice, a valid tpchoice parameter is obtained, and while the model offers only a relatively small improvement in model fit over the MNL model (by 3 units), these results do suggest that a structure nesting time period choice below mode choice is supported by the data.
In the models using the coarse time period definition, the constant associated with an outbound departure in the second time period and a return departure in the fourth time period was normalised to zero. Due to the use of a different time period formulation, slightly fewer observations had to be excluded for identification reasons in the coarse models, leading to an increase from 2,922 observations to 2,929. The results for commuters are shown in Table 4 . The use of the coarse time period specification leads to a slightly poorer model fit, on the basis of the adjusted ρ 2 measure 6 , while the various alternative specific constants again all attain high levels of statistical significance. Although the model using nesting of mode above TP is acceptable with a constraint on SPchscale, the estimate of tpchoice is not significantly different from 1, and the improvement in log-likelihood over the MNL model is not significant. With the model nesting time period choice above mode choice producing unacceptable values for both nesting parameters, MNL remains the preferred structure. This suggests that, with the coarse time period specification, it is not possible to establish a difference in the sensitivities along the mode choice and departure time choice dimensions.
In the 15-minute models, the tenth outbound constant was normalised to a value of zero. With this specification of the time periods, the identification issues alluded to in Section 3.2.3. meant that the number of observations has reduced significantly to 2364. The estimates (Table 5) show that the NL model with mode above TP is only acceptable with the SP choice parameter (SPchscale) constrained to 1. In this case, the additional structural parameter tpchoice is however virtually identical to 1, so that the model reduces to MNL. Additionally, the NL model with TP above mode is never acceptable, as either SPchscale or modescale is greater than 1, so that the MNL model is the preferred structure with this specification of the time periods. This result is slightly surprising, as we would, with very short time periods, expect high substitution between adjacent time periods, i.e. a greater willingness to shift departure time than to shift mode. However, two possible explanations arise. Firstly, with only commuters used in these models, scheduling restrictions come into play, leading to a reduction in the substitution between time periods. Secondly, the fact that only the outbound journey is represented in these models clearly increases the variance of the error term, and potentially does so in a way that cannot be accommodated by these models.
As mentioned in Section 3.2.3, the success of the strategy of importing the relative values of time and cost from the continuous departure time models can be judged by looking at the robustness of the estimates for the structural/nesting parameters. Here, we are concerned with the t-ratio in relation to a value of zero, and not in relation to 1, which is important when testing for the level of correlation in the unobserved part of utility. In the presentation of the results, the latter was used, however, it is straightforward to produce corresponding t-ratios for the difference from zero.
Looking at the results for the 1 hour time period models for commuters with the PRISM data, across the various model structures, the asymptotic t-ratio for SPscale with respect to zero ranges from 8.78 to 19.06. Corresponding ranges for modescale, SPchscale and tpchoice are [11.67,18.13], [8.64,12.79] and [9.39,972] respectively 7 . In the coarse time period models, the t-ratios for the four parameters range from 9.08 to 19.58 across models, with a corresponding range from 6.78 to 16.13 for the 15-minute models. Overall, similarly high levels of significance are obtained across the other purpose groups and across all three datasets. This gives a strong indication that these models are able to predict choices of mode and time of travel accurately. In this sense, the importation of relative values of time and cost from the continuous departure time models has proved to be successful, in that the compound utilities created on the basis of those relativities have proved significant in explaining mode and departure time choices. The inclusion of the high number of constants has had no visible detrimental effect on the estimation of the remaining model parameters.
Summary results for 1-hour models
The overall estimation results for the 1-hour models are summarised in Table 6 , giving the estimates for the three nesting parameters along with the adjusted ρ 2 measure. Whenever the estimate for a nesting parameter took on an unacceptable value, it was constrained to a value of 1 in re-estimation, and this is indicated in the table through the absence of a t-ratio for that parameter. Again, the asymptotic t-ratios for the nesting parameters were calculated with respect to a value of 1.
The results show that, for the APRIL data, the NL model with TP choice above mode choice is the preferred structure for commuters, while the NL model with mode choice above TP choice is the preferred structure for leisure travel. For business travellers, the two NL models are equivalent, as only SPchscale takes on an acceptable value. Both models outperform the MNL model, by recognising the correlation between SP car alternatives associated with the same time period.
For the PRISM data, the model nesting TP choice above mode choice is rejected in all purpose segments, with the nesting parameters taking on unacceptable values. For commuters, the model nesting mode choice above TP choice outperforms the MNL model, with the same being the case in the models for leisure travellers and the model for home-based business tours. In the combined models for all business travellers (home-based and non-home-based), both NL models lead to unacceptable values for the structural parameters, while it was not possible to estimate a separate model for non-home-based business trips, with the models failing to converge, independently of model structure.
For the Dutch data, the model nesting TP choice above mode choice is rejected in all purpose segments, due to unacceptable values for the nesting parameters. Other than that, the model nesting mode choice above TP choice is the recommended structure for commuters and leisure travellers, while the difference to the MNL model is very small in the case of business travellers. Finally, the same structural conclusions arise when using separate models for flexible and inflexible commuters.
Summary results for coarse models
The overall results for the models using the coarse TP formulation are summarised in Table 7 . For the APRIL data, we again observe that, for commuters, the model nesting TP choice above mode choice is the preferred structure. In the two remaining segments (business and leisure), the model nesting mode choice above TP choice is the preferred structure. These results are thus consistent with the findings for the onehour models.
For the PRISM data, the model nesting TP choice above mode choice is again rejected in all purpose segments, as the nesting parameters take on unacceptable values. The model nesting mode choice above TP choice rejects the MNL model in the leisure segment. The same is the case for the common model for all business travellers, while, in the submodels for home-based and non-home-based business travellers, this is only the case for the former, while, for the latter, MNL is the preferred structure. Finally, for commuters, the NL model nesting mode choice above TP choice fails to outperform the MNL model, where in addition, it was not possible to estimate a submodel for inflexible commuters, due to a failure to converge.
For the Dutch data, the model nesting TP choice above mode choice is again rejected in all purpose segments. While the model nesting mode choice above TP choice fails to reject the MNL model in the case of commuters and leisure travellers, it is the preferred structure for business travellers.
Summary results for 15-minute models
Models using the 15-minute TP specification were only estimated for commuters, where, in the Dutch data, separate models were also estimated for flexible and inflexible commuters. Consistent with the findings for the one-hour and coarse models, the model nesting TP choice above mode choice is again the preferred structure in the APRIL data (cf. Table 8 ). In the PRISM data, the MNL model cannot be rejected by the data, as discussed in Section 4.1. Finally, with the Dutch data, the model nesting mode choice above TP choice is the preferred structure, independently of whether a joint model is used for all commuters or whether separate models are estimated for flexible and inflexible commuters.
Overall results
The overall findings are summarised in Table 9 , which shows the ratio between tpchoice and modescale in the final recommended models with the different datasets, purpose segments and time period specifications. Given that only one of the two parameters is ever estimated, it can be seen that, with the model with mode above time period being the preferred structure, the value shown is simply the estimate of tpchoice, while, with the recommended structure being time period above mode, the value shown is the inverse of modescale. From these ratios, we can see that, aside from the APRIL commute and business models, the ratio of sensitivity of mode choice to time period choice is always less than 1 and always closer to 1 in the models of coarse time periods than in the one-hour models. The models for 15-minute periods do not fit this pattern, but this should be put into context given the discussions in Section 4.1 about scheduling constraints and increased noise in outbound-only models. These results largely confirm the findings of the MMNL analysis (c.f. Hess et al., 2006) . Indeed, in the MMNL models, variance increases with the size of the time shifts, while, when discounting the evidence from the 15-minute models, the NL findings show that increased noise leads to a loss of significance of the nesting of time period below mode. The findings from the APRIL data differ from those on the other two data sets, and is useful to note that the models based on that data are generally of rather lower quality, while the presentations to travellers were somewhat different. The weight attached to these results should perhaps be considered to be less than the weights attached to the results from the other two data sets.
FORECASTING EXAMPLE
As a final extension of the research, a brief forecasting application was conducted, showing the predicted changes in choice probabilities following the introduction of a notional charge of £2 during the 7AM-9AM peak period. For this, we used the data on commuters in the West Midlands. The results are summarised in Figure 5 , showing the changes in the average probabilities in the different time periods for car travel and for the public transport alternatives (aggregated across time periods). Given the different context for the 15-minute models (outbound travel only), this forecasting example makes use only of the 1-hour and coarse time period models.
Looking first at the 1-hour models, we can clearly see a shift away from the eight and ninth time period for the outbound journey, i.e. the two periods with congestion charging. Substitution is greater to the shoulder of the peak period than to the off-peak period, consistent with intuition. Although the difference between the MNL and NL results is rather small, the NL results do show a smaller shift towards public transport than the MNL results, along with a greater shift towards other time periods. Finally, we look at the elasticity for public transport relative to the cost of car travel. For the recommended model, NL with mode nested above TP, we obtain a change in probability for public transport by 35.9% following an increase in the cost of car travel by £2. With an average cost of £2.70 for car travel in the data, we thus get an elasticity of 35.9/74.1=0.48. This is higher in the MNL model, where the elasticity is 0.53.
With the coarse time period specification, we also obtain a higher elasticity for public transport, at 0.52. Finally, we see a shift in probability to the two time periods adjacent the charged period, but there is also an increase for evening travel. This latter period however had very low initial probability (<1%), so this needs to be put into context. Before closing, it should be acknowledged that the elasticities are higher than might have been expected. The lowest (and most realistic) value is obtained from the NL model nesting mode choice above time period choice with the 1-hour specification, while a MNL specification leads to higher elasticities with both time period specifications reported here. As a check on the reasonableness of these forecasting results, comparisons may be made with the mode switching results of the PRISM model (RAND Europe, 2005b) . PRISM is based primarily on RP data and gives an elasticity for public transport demand with respect to car cost substantially lower (around 0.10) than indicated in the model estimated in this work using exclusively SP data. However, when we consider the potential impacts of the selection of the SP data, the fact that PRISM also considers destination switching and several modes other than car driver and public transport, and the fact that it may generally be expected that SP responses are more elastic than RP responses, then such a difference is to be expected. Additionally, the forecasting results of de Jong et al. (2003) , who apply MMNL models to the Dutch SP data analysed in this paper, seem to be consistent with the NL results shown here.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper has discussed the specification and estimation of models for the joint analysis of the choice of departure time and mode for use in large scale transport forecasting models. When using such models inside large scale transport demand forecasting systems, it is generally not possible to work with continuous departure time information, so that departure times (respectively arrival times) are grouped into mutually exclusive subsets representing various time periods that cover the 24 hours in a day. In such models, two important questions need to be addressed, relating to the specification of the time periods and the ordering of the separate yet related choices of time period and mode of travel in a nesting structure, representing different sensitivities to changes in departure time and mode of travel. These two questions were addressed in this paper, on the basis of an extensive analysis making use of three separate SP datasets collected in the United Kingdom and the Netherlands.
The analysis showed that, in the models estimated for the PRISM data and the Dutch data, the best model performance (in terms of adjusted ρ 2 measure) was obtained with the one-hour specification for the time periods, ahead of the coarse specification and the specification using 15-minute intervals. For the APRIL data, the performance is very similar across specifications, with the exception being a notable gain in performance with the 15-minute models for commuters. Overall however, the differences are rather small, and comparisons are difficult, given the use of slightly different sample sizes (as well as segmentations) across specifications. In practical studies, other considerations would outweigh these issues of model quality.
In terms of correlation structure, the analysis shows that, with a few exceptions, the nested models outperform the basic MNL structures, which operate under the assumption of equal substitution patterns across alternatives. The advantages of the nesting structures are especially pronounced in the one-hour and 15-minute models, but, in the coarse models, the broader specification of the time periods clearly results in lower substitution between time periods, as a similarly sized shift in departure time is now less likely to lead to a jump to a different time period. However, some interesting differences arise. In the PRISM and Dutch data, the models nesting TP choice above mode choice are unacceptable, independent of the purpose segment or the specification used for the time periods. On the other hand, for the APRIL data, the models nesting TP choice above mode choice not only always outperform the MNL model, but in fact also reject the model nesting mode choice above TP choice in the case of commuters.
As such, the results of this analysis suggest that, with the exception of commuters in the APRIL data, there is higher substitution between alternative time periods than between alternative modes (always under ceteris paribus), showing that, for the three specification of time period lengths studied, travellers are more sensitive to transport levels of service in their choice of departure time than in their choice of mode. The results reported here also indicate that the sensitivity is greater for switches between shorter than between longer time periods. A model for switching to shoulders of the peak (i.e. a smaller shift in departure time) would therefore have greater sensitivity than a model for switching between peak and off-peak periods. These findings are again consistent between the earlier models using continuous departure time information and the models estimated with time period data.
The summary finding of the work is that the sensitivity of time period choice to travel times and costs is generally greater than that of mode choice. This is consistent with the findings reported by Hess et al. (2006) for the parallel analysis making use of continuous departure time information (see Section 3.1). However, in closing, it should again be noted that the opposite was observed in the case of commuters in the APRIL dataset. As such, it would be desirable that the results should be confirmed by further study in other areas. 
Notes to Tables 3-9
Coefficients with t-ratios indicated by '*' are fixed. For structural coefficients (SPscale, tpchoice, SPchscale, modescale), the 't ratio' gives the statistic (1 -θ) / s.e.(θ) for an estimate θ, i.e. an analogue to the t ratio for the difference of θ from 1. 
